Abstract -We investigate context-free grammars the rules of which can be used in a productive and in a reductive fashion, while the application of these rules is controlled by a regular language. We distinguish several modes of derivation for this kind of grammar. The resulting language families (properly) extend the family of context-free languages. We establish some closure properties of these language families and some grammatical transformations which yield a few normal forms for this type of grammar. Finally, we consider some special cases (viz. the context-free grammar is linear or left-linear), and generalizations, in particular, the use of arbitrary rather than regular control languages.
Introduction
In most grammatical models a derivation step from one sentential form to another one is defined in terms of applying productions. These applications may be performed either without any restriction or in a controlled fashion. Considerably less research has been done in defining derivations in terms of reductions. One major example is the concept of analytical grammar; cf. [16] . For context-free grammars the use of both productions and reductions in the derivational process has been studied in [6] . A special subclass of these latter grammars is formed by the NTS or nonterminal separating grammars [17] ; cf. also [5, 6, 7, 8, 18] . In this type of grammar, each sentential form which can be derived from a nonterminal by means of both productions and reductions can also be derived by the use of productions only. This property is also definable for some extensions of context-free grammars, for instance macro grammars; cf. [12] . However, the name NTS for this type of context-free grammar is confusing. It stems from a derived property of these grammars, viz., they have disjoint syntactic categories (DSC). This latter property defines a family of languages which properly includes the family of NTS-languages.
Intuitively, one would expect that the DSC-and/or the NTS-restriction would decrease the complexity of the parsing process as compared with general context-free languages. However, this conjecture does not hold: for instance, the grammar consisting of the productions S → SS and S → a is This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 various modes of derivation are introduced. In general we do not allow free application of a production or a reduction but we only apply rules (i.e., productions and reductions) at the right side of the sentential form. Compare [10] where one only applies productions from the left. Obviously, this choice is arbitrary and analogous results hold for the alternative case. We distinguish three kinds of derivation modes, each kind of which has two instances. The first one is the already mentioned application from the right side. The two instances consist of different ways of selecting the nonterminal on which we ought to apply the current production. First, take the right-most nonterminal, independent of the production. This is called the right-nonterminal mode (RN-mode). Second, determine the right-most nonterminal which equals the left-hand side of the current production. This is called the rightoccurrence mode (RO-mode). Clearly, these two instances cause also two different ways of reduction. Another choice can be made whenever a rule cannot be applied, i.e., the left-hand side of the rule does not occur in the sentential form. In the block mode (B-mode) we simply abort the derivational process, producing nothing at all. In the skip mode (S-mode) we skip the current rule and try to apply the next rule in the control word. In the terminology of Salomaa [14, 15, 16] our B-mode corresponds to derivation without appearance checking and the S-mode corresponds to appearance checking with respect to the entire set of nonterminals. So our treatment of the subject is a combination of the approaches taken in [10] and [14, 15, 16] . Finally, we choose between either permitting or not terminal reductions. In fair mode (f-mode) we do not allow reductions of the type α → A with α a string over the terminal alphabet, whereas in general mode (g-mode) we do.
In Section 3 we establish some closure properties of the language families defined by RCB-grammars. These closure properties consist of the regular ones (union, concatenation, and Kleene +) and also closure under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with a regular set, and (regular or context-free) substitution. In Theorem 3.6 the most important results are summarized in AFL-terminology as follows. The family of RCB/RO/B/f-languages is a full AFL closed under substitution. The family of RCB/RO/S/f-languages is a full semi-AFL closed under concatenation. And the family of RCB/RO/g-languages is a full semi-AFL.
In Section 4 we introduce the notion of ''weak Chomsky Normal Form''. This is a variant of the Chomsky Normal Form in which productions of the form A → XY with X or Y ∈Σ are allowed. The main result of this section shows that every RCB/RN/B/f-language can be generated by an RCB/RN/B/f-grammar in this particular normal form.
The LRCB-and LLRCB-grammars are studied in Section 5. Besides some closure properties of the corresponding language families, we also establish a normal form for some of these grammars. It turns out that one can describe some of these languages by (L)LRCB-grammars having only a single nonterminal in its underlying grammar. Section 6 is mainly devoted to the generalization to arbitrary control languages rather than regular ones. We mention which properties of the (regular and arbitrary) control languages are needed to prove the results of the previous sections.
Definitions and Examples
We define a regularly controlled bidirectional grammar as a pair (G,C) consisting of a context-free grammar G and a regular control language C over the productions and reductions (i.e., the reversed productions) of G. The control language C determines the order in which the productions and reductions of the grammar G ought to be applied.
For each context-free grammar G = (V, Σ ,P,S) with alphabet V, terminal alphabet Σ, set of productions P and initial symbol S, let P be the set of reductions corresponding to P, i.e., if an element π of P is equal to A → α, then π equals α → A and P = {π π ∈P}. Definition 2.1. A regularly controlled bidirectional grammar or RCBgrammer (G,C) consists of − a context-free grammar G = (V, Σ ,P,S), called the underlying context-free grammar of (G,C), and − a regular language C over P ∪ P . The language C is called the control language of (G,C).
Before defining the language generated by an RCB-grammar (G,C), we first consider several modes of derivation, i.e., ways in which productions and reductions are applied to a sentential form of the underlying context-free grammar G, according to a word from the control language C. For each mode m, this results in a particular derivation relation ⇒ m . Then using these derivation relations, we will associate to each mode m the language L m (G,C) generated by (G,C) under mode m. Roughly spoken, a terminal word w belongs to L m (G,C) if and only if it can obtained by means of applying a sequence of productions and reductions from P ∪ P starting with S, according to some control word in the control language C. In the sequel a member of P ∪ P will be called a rule of (G,C).
First we introduce two ways of selecting the nonterminal symbol from a string α in V * to which a production π has to be applied, viz.
(1) RN-mode: determine the right-most nonterminal symbol of α,
(2) RO-mode: determine the right-most occurrence of the left-hand side of π in α.
The choice for determining the selected nonterminal symbol from the right end of α is arbitrary. Clearly, an analogous approach based on the nonterminal symbol selected from the left end is possible too and yields similar results. Let π be a production from P equal to A → σ and let m be either RN or RO. Now if the nonterminal selected by the mode m in a particular sentential form α is equal to the left-hand side A of π, then we say − as usual − that π is applicable to α, and we write app m (π,α,β ) in case β is the result of replacing that selected occurrence of A in α by the right-hand side σ of π.
Next we call a reduction ρ, with ρ = π for some π ∈P, applicable to a string α if there exists a string β with app m (π,β,α ), in case we also write app m (ρ,α,β ). It will be clear that there is at most one such a string β.
It may happen that in RN-mode the selected nonterminal is not equal to the left-hand side of a production π, and in both modes it may not even occur. With respect to reductions, in RO-mode it is possible that, when applied to a sentential form α, we cannot find a substring σ equal to the lefthand side of the reduction to the right of the right-most occurrence of the nonterminal symbol, if any is present. And in RN-mode, there may be no substring σ of α such that to the right of this σ only terminals occur. In these cases a production or a reduction is not applicable to a sentential form. Then we can follow two different strategies, giving us two additional mode instances independent of the nonterminal-selecting modes. In the block mode ( B-mode ) we do not allow to apply any rule to α once we have tried to apply a rule which was not applicable to α. In this mode the derivation relation ⇒ m /B r − where r is a rule, i.e., either a production or a reduction − holds between strings α and β over V if app m (r, α,β ) holds. In the skip mode ( S-mode ) we still may apply rules to α after we have tried to apply a non-applicable rule with respect to α and m. In this mode the derivation relation ⇒ m /S r holds between α and β, if either app m (r, α,β ) or ¬ app m (r, α,β ) ∧ α = β holds. Thus in B-mode applying a rule to a string over V may give no result, whereas in S-mode we will always end up with some string from V * .
Next we define for x ∈(P ∪ P ) * the relation ⇒ m x which is the analogue of ⇒ * in uncontrolled grammars. In this notation m is a combination of different kinds of modes, separated by /'s, for instance RO/S or RN/B. This notational convention will also be applied to other mode instances to be defined in the sequel. Now let
With respect to applying a reduction ρ (ρ ∈P ) we can distinguish another two mode instances − the g-mode and the f-mode − which are independent of the previously introduced modes of derivation. Viz. we can allow or disallow respectively, reductions of the form α → A where α ∈Σ * .
If we allow such reductions of terminal strings we call this general reduction ( g-mode ); otherwise we call it fair reduction ( f-mode ). So in f-mode a terminal reduction causes blocking in B-mode and it is skipped in S-mode. From each regular control language C we can obtain an equivalent regular control language C′ in which no terminal reductions occur, i.e., C′⊆ (P ∪ (P −P t )) * where P t is the set of productions in P of which the right-hand side is a terminal string. This observation follows from the fact that the family of regular languages is closed under generalized sequential machine mappings.
An RCB-grammar in f-mode is in fact a special kind of a controlled phrase-structure grammar; cf. the proof of Proposition 2.4.(2). The distinction between f-and g-mode is also important when one considers chain rule deletion and when one studies LRCB-and LLRCB-grammars, i.e., RCBgrammars of which the underlying grammar is linear and left-linear, respectively; cf. Section 5.
Thus each RCB-grammar will be provided with three different types of modes, each of which may take one out of two values: RN versus RO, B versus S, and g versus f. In the sequel we will combine these mode values in an obvious fashion which results in notations like ''RN/B/f-mode'', and in concepts as ''RCB/RO/S/f-grammar''. If we do not specify a mode instance in a proposition or example, then we assume that it applies to both instances. For example, ''RN/f-mode'' means ''RN/B/f-and RN/S/f-mode''. Thus, in principle we now have 8 different types of grammars. However, not all these combinations of modes are equally important. Some interesting results will be established for certain mode combinations only; cf. Sections 3, 4 and 5. We will return to this matter in Section 6.
For each of the concrete modes of derivation, introduced above, we can now define the language generated by an RCB-grammar under that particular mode. Definition 2.2. Let (G,C) be an RCB-grammar with underlying context-free grammar G = (V, Σ,P,S) and control language C ⊆ (P ∪ P )
In the following example the differences between the four possible combinations of mode instances of two modes are shown. We study the mode instances RO and RN together with the S-and B-mode, and we show that these modes are mutually independent. Example 2.3. Consider the following RCB-grammar (G,C) with G = ({S,A,B,a,b},{a,b},P,S) and P consists of
As the control language we take C = {c 1 ,c 2 } with c 1 = π 1 π 2 π 3 π 4 π 5 and c 2 = π 1 π 2 π 3 π 2 . With every combination of mode instances mentioned above, together with the g-mode, we obtain a different language.
This equality holds because in both control words the application of π 2 causes blocking. 
ab.
The generating power of RCB-grammars turns out to be rather strong. For instance, the family of context-free languages is included in the family of RCB/m-languages, independently of the mode m. (2) Because of (1) we only ought to prove the inclusion from left to right. In [10] the family of languages L C (G) generated by phrase-structure grammars G and control languages C has been investigated. In our notation the mode of derivation used in [10] reads LN/B where LN abbreviates left-most nonterminal (cf. RN-mode), or even, LN/B/f since in [10] no reductions are considered. For each RCB/RN/B/f-grammar (G,C) with G = (V, Σ,P,S) we now consider the phrase-structure grammar G ′ = (V, Σ,P ′,S) where
provided in the latter case we take the RN/B/f-mode instead of the LN/B/f-mode. By a ''right-most nonterminal'' variant of Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.1 from [10] we obtain that
, and hence L (G,C), is context-free.
For some concrete modes, one can easily show that the generating power of RCB-grammars increases as compared with the underlying grammar. This fact is illustrated by the following examples.
Example 2.5. Consider the RCB/g-grammar (G,C) with G = (V, Σ,P,S), V = {S}∪ Σ, Σ = {a,b,c}, and P = {π 1 ,π 2 ,π 3 ,π 4 ,π 5 ,π 6 ,π 7 }, the set of productions, defined as
, and π 7 = S → cc. As the control language we
Example 2.6. [16] The language in Example 2.5 is also generated by the following RCB/RO/f-grammar (G 0 ,C 0 ) with G 0 = (V, Σ,P,S) where V = {S,A,B,C}∪ Σ, Σ = {a,b,c} and P consists of the productions
The control language C 0 of (G 0 ,C 0 ) equals π 1 (π 2 π 3 π 4 ) * π 5 π 6 π 7 . Note that no reductions occur in any derivation of (G 0 ,C 0 ). Example 2.7. The language {a n b n c n n ≥ 1} can also be generated by a RCB/RN/S/f-grammar (G 1 ,C 1 ). Take G 1 = (V, Σ,P,S) as follows. Σ = {a,b,c}, V = Σ ∪ {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,S}. As the set of productions P we take {π i 0 ≤ i ≤ 13} with
With the control language C 1 = π 1 * π 0 (π 2 π 3 π 4 π 5 π 6 π 7 π 8 π 9 π 10 π 11 π 12 π 13 ) + we get the desired language. To understand this example it may be helpful to make the following observations. First, the sequence π 3 π 4 π 5 π 6 rewrites the nonterminal D into λ in the context b -b or b -c. Then the sequence π 2 π 3 π 4 π 5 π 6 π 7 π 8 π 9 rewrites DcbDb into DbcDb and DcbDc into Dbcc.
Finally, we observe that the sequence π 10 π 11 π 12 π 13 rewrites bcDbb into bbcDb and cDbc into bcc. The latter observation can also be formulated as: cDb becomes bcD in the context b -b and bc in the context -c.
Closure Properties
In this section we establish some closure properties of the family of languages generated by regularly controlled bidirectional grammars. In the sequel of this section we assume that L i (i ≥ 1) is a language generated by an
If not stated otherwise the results in this section hold for every combination of modes introduced in the previous section. By Proposition 2.4. (2) the family of RCB/RN/B/f-languages inherits all closure properties of the context-free languages. Therefore we mainly focus our attention in this section to modes different from RN/B/f. 
The family of RCB/RO/S/f-languages is closed under marked concatenation.

The families of RCB/RO/f-languages are closed under concatenation.
The family of RCB/RO/B/f-languages is closed under Kleene +, and Kleene * .
Proof: Union: We construct an RCB-grammar (G,C) from (G 1 ,C 1 ) and
Marked concatenation: Consider the RCB/f-grammar (G,C) for L 1 #L 2 with # ∉Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 defined as follows. Let G be the context-free grammar (V, Σ,P,S) where
As the regular control language we take
This follows from a simple change in the last construction; viz. define an additional element π 2 of P by π 2 = S → λ, and take as control language C = ({π 1 } C 1 )
The corresponding ''unmarked'' results for RCB/RO/f-and RCB/RO/B/f-languages are obtained in each case by considering # to be a nonterminal instead of a terminal symbol. In addition, P is extended with the production π # = # → λ. Finally, the control languages are concatenated (to the right) with π # , {π # } + and {π # } * , respectively.
The well-known proof to show closure under concatenation does not work for RCB-grammars. Viz. consider (G 1 ,C 1 ) and (G 2 ,C 2 ) where
The rules of P 1 and P 2 are
whereas C 1 = {π 11 π 12 π 13 π 14 π 15 π 14 ,π 11 π 13 π 15 π 12 π 13 } and C 2 = {π 21 } are the control languages. To generate L (G 1 ,C 1 ) L (G 2 ,C 2 ) we can simply take as a candidate the grammar (G,C) with
However, we do not reach our aim with this construction. For it is easy to see that
Analogous counterexamples to show that these closure properties hold for certain modes only can easily be constructed.
Proposition 3.2. The families of RCB/RO-languages are closed under intersection with regular languages.
Proof: Let L 1 = L (G 1 ,C 1 ) and R be a regular language, and let (Q, Σ R ,δ,q 0 ,F) be a deterministic finite automaton which accepts the reversal of R. We construct an RCB/RO-grammar (G,C) with
The set of nonterminals N will be defined as follows. N contains two new symbols S and Z (S,Z ∉V 1 ) and all triples of the form (u,A,t) where u,t ∈Q and A ∈V 1 ∪ {λ}. To complete N we add a symbol A a for every a ∈Σ 1 ∪ {λ}. The set Σ of terminals of G equals Σ 1 ∩ Σ R . In order to define P we use the following notational conventions.
and for every p,q in Q
We denote an element from x by x(p 0 ,...,p m ). Consider for every π = A → α in P 1 ,
and for every a ∈Σ 1 ∪ {λ},
Because P a = ∅ whenever a ∈Σ 1 −Σ, we define P Σ = ∪{P a a ∈Σ ∪ {λ}}.
Now we define the set P of productions of G by
Consider the finite substitution σ :
and σ (π ) = P π for each π ∈P 1 . Finally, we define the control language C by C = P 0 σ (C 1 ) P F P E P Σ * .
The fact that (G,C) exactly generates L 1 ∩ R is shown as follows. Let T = P F P E P Σ * and let w ∈L (G,C ,C a ) with
. We assume that for every a ∈Σ 1 , N 1 ∩ V a = ∅ and that N a i ∩ N a j = ∅ if i ≠j for every 1≤ i, j ≤ n. Define alphabets ∆ = {S a 1 , . . . , S a n } and Ω = {Z a 1 ,...,Z a n }. Furthermore, consider an isomorphism i :
Then we introduce a control set T = ∪{C a a ∈Σ 1 } and a homomorphism h :
Now we can define the RCB/RO/B/f-grammar (G,C) which generates the language σ (L 1 ) by G = (V, Σ,P,S) where
The construction for the proof of Proposition 3.3(b) is nearly the same as the one for the proof of 3.3(a) except for the following details. The language L 1 is an RCB/RO-language and the substitution is a context-free substitution. The grammars (G a ,C a ) for σ (a) are RCB/RO-grammars with C a = P a * . Furthermore, we do not need a nonterminal Z which is therefore omitted. Then we write U as {A → α A ∈N 1 ,α ∈(N 1 ∪ ∆ ) * } and P = ∪{P a a ∈Σ 1 }∪ h (P 1 ). Consequently, {Z → λ} is left out of P and the isomorphism i is defined as i : V 1 → N 1 ∪ ∆ with i (A) = A, for each A ∈N 1 and i (a) = S a , for each a ∈Σ 1 . As the control language C we take h (C 1 ) T * .
In order to substantiate our claim that σ (L 1 ) = L (G,C), we only give an informal sketch of the correctness of the construction from which one may provide a formal proof. We use the nonterminal Z to prevent interaction between neighbor parts in a sentential form. This interaction may occur (in case we omit these Z's) when we apply T * to a string S a S a for instance. Take some c 1 ,c 2 ∈C a (C a ⊆ T) such that c 1 applied to S a gives no terminal string, and c 2 applied to S a yields a terminal string w 2 . Now it may happen that after applying c 2 to S a S a and then c 1 to S a w 2 we can apply some reduction occurring in c 1 to an intermediate string xw 2 which uses some terminal symbols of w 2 . Then it might happen that c 2 c 1 applied to S a S a will yield a terminal string which is not in L (G a ,C a ) L (G a ,C a ) , thus violating σ (aa) = σ (a) σ (a). Note that introducing these Z's in order to avoid these interactions properly works for the RO-mode only. The f-mode is of course necessary to prevent terminal reductions which may be applied at the wrong places in a sentential form derived by (G,C). Analogously, this construction is restricted to the B-mode because the S-mode combined with the RO-mode may lead to similar counterexamples as mentioned above. In that case rules may be applied to the wrong sentential forms although they are separated by Z's.
The correctness argument for the proof of 3.3(b) is easier, since in the derivations according to (G a ,C a ) only productions are used, and the control languages C a are equal to P a * for each a in Σ 1 . Together with the assumption that the nonterminal alphabets of the grammars G a are mutually disjoint it is straightforward to prove that L (G,C) = σ (L (G 1 ,C 1 )). A family of languages is called nontrivial if it contains a language which differs from ∅ and from {λ}. Recall that a full semi-Abstract Family of Languages or full semi-AFL (cf. [9] for this and the following related concept) is a nontrivial family of languages which is closed under union, homomorphism, inverse homomorphisms and intersection with regular languages. Furthermore, a full Abstract Family of Languages or full AFL is a full semi-AFL which is also closed under concatenation, and Kleene +.
These concepts allow us to summarize some closure properties in the following form. 
The family of RCB/RO/B/f-languages is a full AFL closed under substitution.
The family of RCB/RO/S/f-languages is a full semi-AFL closed under concatenation. The families of RCB/RO/g-languages are full semi-AFL′s.
Proof: These results follow immediately from Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5 and Corollary 3.4.
We define a λRCB-grammar to be an RCB-grammar of which the underlying context-free grammar G has no λ-productions, i.e. G is λ-free. Proof: These statements follow immediately from the constructions used in proving Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5. However, the results concerning closure under concatenation and closure under Kleene + are obtained in a way different from the method used in Proposition 3.1. We consider # to be a nonterminal too, but now P is extended with productions of the form A a → a# and A a → a with a ∈Σ 1 . I.e. let Θ = {A a → a# a ∈Σ 1 }, Ψ = {A a → a a ∈Σ 1 }, where the nonterminals A a do not occur in V 1 ∪ V 2 or V 1 , respectively. Finally, the control languages are concatenated (to the right) with Θ Ψ and Θ * Ψ * , respectively. To prove the closure under substitution of the λRCB/RO/B/f-languages we use a similar method to replace the production Z → λ used in the construction in Proposition 3.3.
Grammatical Transformations
In this section we study certain transformations on RCB-grammars with the purpose to obtain normal forms for RCB-grammars. First we introduce the notion of ''weak Chomsky Normal Form''.
Definition 4.1. A context-free grammar G = (V, Σ,P,S) is in weak Chomsky
Normal Form or in weak CNF if each production of P has one of the following forms: A → XY or A → a with A ∈N (N = V − Σ ), whereas X,Y ∈V and a ∈Σ ∪{λ}. An RCB-grammar (G,C) is in weak CNF if its underlying grammar G is in weak CNF.
We allow X or Y to be an element of Σ, contrary to the usual Chomsky Normal Form where X and Y ought to be members of N only.
To transform an RCB-grammar into a weak CNF RCB-grammar it is not sufficient to transform the underlying grammar only, but we also ought to modify the corresponding control language. To obtain a weak Chomsky Normal Form for an RCB-grammar (G 0 ,C 0 ), we first transform it into an equivalent RCB-grammar (G 1 ,C 1 ) in which G 1 has no chain rules. It turns out that this transformation works properly for one combination of modes only. Proof: The idea of the proof is based on similar arguments in [4, 2] for parallel rewriting systems. Viz. we construct a nondeterministic generalized sequential machine (or ngsm) T = (Q,P I ,P O ,δ,q 0 ,Q F ) such that C 1 = T (C 0 ) and G 1 = (V 0 ,Σ 0 ,P 1 ,S 0 ), with P 1 = {A → ω A ∈N 0 ,A → ω ∈P O }, and P 1 has no chain rules. Because the family of regular languages is closed under ngsm-mappings, C 1 is a regular language too.
Each state of T is an ordered pair (X,Y) where X is equal to the rightmost nonterminal which appeared in the sentential form by the last nonchain rule in the derivation from S, or it is equal to S itself. Y equals the nonterminal to which X is rewritten by means of a nonempty consecutive sequence of chain rules. Y = λ denotes the case that X is not rewritten by chain rules or that it is rewritten by such rules to X itself. The nondeterministic character of T appears when a nonterminal is rewritten to a terminal string. In that case another nonterminal becomes the right-most nonterminal which T ought to guess nondeterministically. T also ought to guess whether or not a reduction which is not a chain rule can be applied.
Before giving the formal description of T we introduce the following notation. Let (G,C) be an RCB-grammar, r be a rule of (G,C) and let X ∈N. Now act ((X,Y)) = R (lhs (r)) is a necessary condition for r to be applicable, and in most cases also sufficient, except when r ∈P 0 − CH (N 0 ).
Formally, the ngsm T is defined as follows:
the input alphabet is P I = P 0 ∪ P 0 , − the output alphabet equals
Note that Y ≠ λ implies X ≠ λ, and consequently r X is defined.
The correct behavior of T is easily checked. We will only prove that T behaves correctly when it has to guess. We restrict ourselves to the B-mode. We assume that every rule r in a control string is applicable. If r is wrongly considered to be applicable, then − because of the block mode − the output c ′ of T will block the derivation controlled by c ′, whenever it tries to apply r. This also holds whenever it tries to apply r X , which implies Y ≠ λ. We distinguish two cases.
a.
If r is a production or r ∈CH (N 0 ), then T produces no output if r is not applicable in the original derivation determined by the control word c, because act ((X,Y)) ≠ R (lhs (r)).
b.
In case r is a reduction ρ and ρ ∉CH (N 0 ), then T ought to guess whether ρ is applicable or not in the original derivation. If ρ is wrongly considered to be applicable, then we have the following situation: ρ is not applicable to a string α with α = uYv, u ∈V * , v ∈Σ * , and
where b is such that there exists an d with bd ∈C, and finally
. The latter holds because T has produced ρ X . Then S⇒ T (b) uXv, and R (lhs (ρ X )) = X = R (uXv). However, this condition, with X replaced by Y, was apparently not sufficient for ρ to be applicable, so ρ X is not applicable to uXv.
T also ought to guess the new right-most nonterminal, after a terminal production has been processed by T. Let r be the next rule in the control word c from C 1 . Suppose the new right-most nonterminal is guessed wrongly to be B ′ instead of the correct B. The new state of T is then (B ′,λ ). Now we can distinguish two cases.
a.
r is a production π = A → α. We may suppose A = B ′. Let c ′ be a produced output of T. Then c ′ will give no contribution to L (G,C).
When applying π in c ′ the derivational process is blocked, because A = B ′≠ B which is the actual right-most nonterminal at that moment.
b. r is a reduction ρ, and in fact it is a fair reduction. Therefore the applicability of ρ depends on B, which is essential. Suppose ρ is inapplicable in the original derivation. In T we suppose ρ to be applicable, so B ′ = R (lhs (ρ )). But then the output c ′ of T will cause blocking in applying ρ at this place, if ρ ∉CH (N 0 ). If ρ ∈CH (N 0 ), then T will have constructed a production B ′ → φ with φ ∉N 0 at this place which will also give blocking.
For the RN/S/f-mode we are faced with the following difficulties. An eventual ngsm T S for the RN/S/f-mode will have a transition mapping δ S with at least the set {((X,Y),λ ) act ((X,Y)) ≠ R (lhs (r)), r ∈CH (N 0 ) } included in δ S ((X,Y),r). If we extend the mapping δ used at the RN/B/fmode with this set to obtain δ S , then we have to deal with the following example. Let G 0 = (V 0 ,Σ 0 ,P 0 ,S) with V 0 = {A,B,S} ∪ Σ 0 , Σ 0 = {a,b}. The production set P 0 consists of The proof technique of Lemma 4.3 probably works for the RN-mode only, viz. in case of the RO-mode we would need states (in the ngsm T ) of the form ((A 1 ,B 1 ),..,(A n ,B n )) with N 1 = {A 1 ,...,A n } and B i ∈N 1 ∪ {λ}. If we process a production π = B → β with some A i occurring in β, but A i ≠ B, then we ought to remember both (A i ,B i ) − i.e., the current value − as well as the new value (A i ,λ ) in case π has been applied right to the right-most A i . Because of recursion this may lead to an infinite set of states which is not allowed for ngsm's.
Similarly, the restriction to the f-mode is essential in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Since in the RN/g-mode it may happen that a reduction α → A i , (α ∈Σ * ) introduces a nonterminal right from the right-most nonterminal. Then we ought to store the current state (A i ,B i ) besides the new state (A i ,λ ). Again this may lead to an infinite state set.
By means of Lemma 4.3 we are able to prove the following normal form theorem. Proof: By Lemma 4.3 we assume that G 1 has no chain rules. Let P 1 = {π 1 ,...,π n } be the set of productions of G 1 with π i = A i → B i, 1 ...B i,m i . Let P be constructed as follows. Starting with the empty set, adjoin every production of P 1 to P which has a right-hand side with a length smaller than three. Next, for every π i ∈P 1 with m i ≥ 3 construct m i −1 new productions from this production as follows. Take
We assume that the D i, j 's are distinct from each other, and that these D i, j 's constitute the set D. The productions π i, j will be adjoined to P. Now we define a homomorphism h : P 1 → P Finally, we take C = h (C 1 ) and G = (V 1 ∪ D, Σ 1 ,P,S 1 ) .
Verifying the correctness of this construction is left to the reader as an easy exercise.
It is unlikely that the arguments used in establishing Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 can be modified to obtain an RCB/RN/B/f-grammar in the usual Chomsky Normal Form, because of productions of the form A → α β with α ∈Σ 1 + and β ∈V 1 * − Σ 1 * . For then we ought to remember to insert productions F a → a, a ∈Σ 1 in the new control word after inserting productions which will derive β. Because this may get nested up to any level, an ngsmmapping is not able to handle this.
It is an interesting question whether we can characterize some of the language families defined by a type of RCB-grammar in terms of an other one. The next proposition shows that under some conditions we can construct an equivalent RCB/RO/S-grammar in f-mode from a RCB/RO/Sgrammar in g-mode. Proof: Let V = V 1 ∪ {S,Z} be the new alphabet of the grammar (G,C), where S,Z do not occur in (G 1 ,C 1 ). Define a mapping
by ζ (a) = a if a ∈V 1 , and ζ (ax) = a Z ζ (x) if a ∈V 1 and x ∈V 1 + . Let P be the new production set of G with
Next we define a homomorphism h :
Now we define the RCB/RO/S/f-grammar by (G,C) with G = (V, Σ 1 ,P,S) and
That the construction is correct can be seen from the fact that for all strings α,β ∈V 1 + and rule r ∈P 1 ∪ P 1 , we have app RO /S /g (r, α,β ) if and only
holds. This latter formula is defined by app m (r 1 r 2 ,α,β ) if and only if ∃ γ (app m (r 1 ,α,γ ) ∧ app m (r 2 ,γ,β )).
Linear and Left-Linear RCB-grammars
This section is devoted to the study of RCB-grammars of which the underlying grammar is linear or left-linear. The major part of the results in this section consists of straightforward consequences of propositions established in Sections 3 and 4. All the modes of derivation introduced in Section 2 are applicable to LRCB-and to LLRCB-grammars as well. However, the grammar types LRCB/RN/B/f and LRCB/RO/B/f, as well as LRCB/RN/S/f and LRCB/RO/S/f are strongly equivalent. This equivalence is due to the fact that fair reduction maps linear sentential forms into linear sentential forms, in which case the difference between RN-mode and RO-mode vanishes. The same remark applies to LLRCB-grammars.
For LRCB/f-and LLRCB/f-grammars we can establish a very simple normal form. in G and C ′ 1 by the start symbol S 0 we obtain a grammar (G,C 1 ) which possesses one nonterminal symbol. This latter step is now possible because the remaining nonterminals in (G,C ′ 1 ) have as their single task to indicate at which position in a sentential form a rule ought to apply. This can be performed by one unique nonterminal as well. Next we transform C 1 into C such that every control string in C ends with a terminal production. This can be performed by a generalized sequential machine scanning through each control word of C 1 . If we encounter a terminal production, the rest of the string can be ignored (f-mode). If the control string contains no terminal production, then we produce no output.
The obtained normal form will be called the 1-normal form.
Proposition 5.3. The family of [left-] linear context-free languages is included in the family of [left-] linear regularly controlled bidirectional languages for each mode of derivation.
Clearly, the first construction in the proof of Proposition 3.1 also applies to LRCB-grammars. Therefore we have Proof: We will need the next homomorphism several times. Let G = (V, Σ,P,S) be a context-free grammar. Define the homomorphism h :
In addition, define h (π ) = h (π ) for each π ∈P.
Marked concatenation: Let (G 1 ,C 1 ) and (G 2 ,C 2 ) be LRCB/S/f-grammars generating the languages L 1 and L 2 , respectively. Define the LRCB/S/fgrammar (G,C), which will generate L 1 #L 2 , as follows. G is the linear context-free grammar (V, Σ,P,S 2 ) with
, and define the production set P by
Marked Kleene +: Let (G 1 ,C 1 ) be a LRCB/S/f-grammar generating L 1 . Assume that (G 1 ,C 1 ) is in 1-normal form. Let G be the linear context-free grammar (V, Σ,P,S 1 ), where V = V 1 ∪{π # }∪{D a a ∈Σ 1 }, Σ = Σ 1 ∪{#} and P is defined as follows. Let
Marked Kleene * : This follows immediately from a small change in the last construction; viz. define π λ = S 1 → λ and take C ′ = C ∪{π λ }.
Concerning the LLRCB-languages we have the following results. To prove the other properties we use the same constructions as in Proposition 5.5. Due to the fact that G is left-linear, we will not need the sets {D a a ∈Σ i } (i = 1,2), P L and P R in (G,C). Therefore these closure properties do also hold for the families of LLRCB/B/f-languages.
Many of the constructions used in Section 3 fail to work in the LRCBand in the LLRCB-case. Therefore we have less results for these language families. However, the families of LRCB/f-languages and of LLRCB/flanguages turn out to be closed under reversal. Proof: Let (G 1 ,C 1 ) be a LRCB/f-grammar which generates the LRCB/flanguage L 1 . Define a homomorphism h on P 1 ∪ P 1 by
where R is the reversal operation. When we define G = (V 1 ,Σ 1 ,h (P 1 ),S 1 ) and the regular control language
Clearly, the same construction applies to LLRCB/f-grammars.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we extended regularly controlled context-free grammars to regularly controlled grammars with context-free rules which may be applied in a productive as well as a reductive fashion. In this approach we distinguished several (combinations of) modes of derivation. Some of these combinations have originally been introduced in the literature, i.e., the RNmode in [10] (actually the LN-mode, cf. Proposition 2.4.(2).) and the B-and S-mode in [14, 15, 16] using somewhat different names. The introduction of the RO-mode has been inspired by the proof to establish closure under intersection with a regular set; cf. the proof of Proposition 3.2. A similar observation can be made for the f-mode with respect to closure under substitution; cf. the proof of Proposition 3.3. However, the latter mode has also a justification in itself, for in g-mode some terminals play the part of ''pseudo-nonterminals'', i.e., they are in the terminal alphabet of the grammar but they can act as a nonterminal, for example a reduction a → A, which is not a phrase-structure rule; cf. Example 2.5. This phenomenon obscures the distinction between terminal and nonterminal symbols in grammatical models.
The closure properties established in Section 3 are summarized in Table 1 . We can make the following observations from Table 1 . First, we ought to remark that a table entry which is empty does not mean a negative result, but a problem not yet solved. Concerning the positive results, we see that the combination of the modes B and f enables us to prove all the closure properties listed in the table. Intuitively, this is because in combination with the RO-mode other mode instances can cause ''side effects'' such as in case of the mode instances S or g. In addition we have the result of Theorem 4.4, which gives us a useful normal form for RCB/RN/B/f-grammars. These facts make the B/f-mode the most promising combination of modes, especially the RN/B/f-mode.
In establishing the closure properties of RCB-languages we used some (closure) properties of the family of regular languages (''over the alphabet of productions and reductions''). If we generalize from the family of regular languages we ought to know which of these properties are needed to obtain these closure properties of RCB-languages. Let C denote an arbitrary family of control languages. Then, for instance, closure under (marked) union is provable if C is closed under marked union, as one can see from the proof of Closure properties of RCB-languages. Proposition 3.1. In Table 2 results are shown based on the analysis of the proof of each closure property. Because C is no longer equal to the family of regular languages, we generalize RCB-grammars to Controlled Bidirectional grammars (CB-grammars). Besides the properties of C, also a specific combination of modes is necessary to establish each closure property for CB-languages. These modes are not included in the table, but can be extracted in a direct way from the results in Section 3. We conclude this subject with a final remark about the mode RN/B/f. Since most of the closure properties of the family of RCB/RN/B/f-languages heavily depend on C being the family of regular control languages, cf. Proposition 2.4.(2), we cannot expect to maintain all the closure properties if we generalize to an arbitrary family C of control languages.
To obtain closure properties for the family of C-controlled bidirectional languages we often need closure under left-or right-marking. A family of languages Φ is closed under left-and right-marking if for every language L 0 ∈Φ also {#} L 0 ∈ Φ and L 0 {#}∈ Φ, respectively, where # does not occur in the alphabet of L 0 .
Consequently, we can also generalize Theorem 3.6 in the following way. As a continuation of the present paper, future research may spend attention to the following questions. Concerning the S-mode it may be interesting to study this mode in combination with a proper appearance checking set, i.e., a production is skipped only when it occurs in a set F ⊆ P; cf. [14, 15, 16] . In this paper only the case F = P has been considered. For the grammars introduced in this paper, it will be interesting to know whether the corresponding language families lie (properly) in the family of contextsensitive languages. So far, only a result for the family of RCB/RN/B/flanguages has been established, since this family equals the family of context-free languages; cf. Proposition 2.4.(2). In the introduction it was mentioned that the subject of this paper has been inspired by the DSC-and NTS-properties. Therefore an application of the control mechanism introduced in this paper to underlying context-free grammars which are DSC or NTS lies in hand. It may also be possible to define the DSC-and NTSproperties for RCB-grammars in a direct way.
